Year 2

End of Term 4

Student worksheet

Name:__________________

G1. Homophones /4
Write the correct word in each space.

1. I picked a _____________ from the
garden.
(flour

flower)

2. I can ____________ with my left hand
and my ______________ hand.
(write
3.

right)

Can you _________ the dog barking?

(here

hear)

G2. Suffix -ing /4
Make new words by adding <-ing> to the verb roots, and write them on the lines below.

plan

talk

hide

try

________ ________ ________ ________
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G3. Commas and speech marks in speech

Name:__________________

Add the missing commas and speech marks to these sentences. /11

Good morning, Ben said the
teacher. How are you today?

1.

2.

When the dog ran off with the meat,

Dad shouted
3.

Stop!

Hello, Mick said Brendon, as

they shook hands.
G4. Prepositions (ignore spelling)
Write a preposition in each gap. There can be more than one answer.

1.

The dog hid _________ the table.

2. The boy squeezed ________________
the gap.
3. The plane flew ______________ the
houses.
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Name:_________________

Write each pair of words as a contraction, by joining them together and replacing some of the
letters with an apostrophe.

1. Ben ___________ (could not) find his
pencil.
2. I think __________ (we will) take a
picnic.

G6. Conjunctions
Complete the sentences with a conjunction. Teacher note: Accept any appropriate conjunction
and ignore spelling errors.

1. We sang songs ________________ we
waited for the bus.
2. My grandma keeps chickens
____________ horses on her farm.
3. I could not play netball on Monday
_____________ I was sick.
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G7. Proofreading – Give the following instruction
Name:__________________
1. Read the story, 2. Correct the spelling mistakes, 3. Add punctuation and 4. Add capital letters
if they are missing from the beginning of a sentence.

A Walk in the Snow
There was a loud nock on Jack’s frunt door. He
could here it in his bedroom. wen Jack opened
the door, their woz his frend, Jim, wiv his dog.
“Let’s go for a work in the park and mack a
snowman

said Jim. as Jack poot on his

cote, boots

 scaff and gluves, his dog,

Trouble, stated jumping up at him, waging her
tail. Jack grabd her lead.

sed Jack. “Bye, Mum,
the horse.

I’m reddy now”

 he showted as he left

